Sophos Secure Workspace
Extend your encryption to your mobile devices
Most organizations today have some level of encryption protection in the workplace.
But what about all those files and documents sent via email, shared within groups,
synced to the PC at home, and to your mobile phone? The corporate perimeter no
longer ends at the office door. While you cannot control where the data goes, you
can still ensure it remains protected. Sophos Secure Workspace is a containerized
mobile content management app for iOS and Android. It provides a secure way to
protect, manage, and distribute business documents.
Highlights

No limits to collaboration

ÌÌ Decrypt and encrypt files with
AES-256, a technology even the
military uses

With Sophos Secure Workspace and Sophos SafeGuard documents can move freely and
securely from Windows to Mac to Android and Apple iOS devices. And, you can be assured
your data is protected and encrypted all the way, mitigating the risk of data loss. Users can
view and edit data immediately, then save and share as the data is automatically encrypted
again. The workflow is seamless, the process invisible. This is security made simple.

ÌÌ Create access control
restrictions based on time, Wi-Fi,
or geo-location
ÌÌ Disabling access on
compromised devices secures
access to protected data

Protecting data in the cloud

ÌÌ Access files from leading cloud
storage providers, including any
WebDAV service

All data stored in the cloud should be safe; however, it is dependant upon offering differing
security and access policies and the users discipline. The only truly safe method is to
encrypt data before it even reaches the cloud. Encrypted documents can then only be
opened with the right keys, and each key is protected with a passphrase. Such encrypted
documents cannot be opened by anybody else.

ÌÌ Get files from a defined
company document store

Comprehensive security

ÌÌ Manage the keys required to
lock and unlock the files, or
retrieve keys from a Sophos
Safeguard encryption server
ÌÌ Encrypt new files on your mobile
device
ÌÌ View HTML, images and videos
ÌÌ View and edit text and PDF
documents
ÌÌ For additional security, protect
app access with a passcode

Sophos is the only security provider to provide a data security solution that covers all
data protection situations. Secure your device with advanced anti-malware and antivirus
protection, security and privacy advisors, and a management console that allows you to
define and execute your security policies. You also gain the ability to detect a compromised
device and automatically lock it.

Sophos Secure Workspace

Manage with Sophos Mobile Control

Supported platforms

Sophos Mobile Control is our Enterprise Mobility Management
(EMM) solution for businesses that want to spend less time
and effort managing and securing mobile devices. Benefits
of managing Sophos Secure Workspace with Sophos Mobile
Control:
ÌÌ Enable and enforce an app password
ÌÌ Auto-lock the app after a certain time off line

ÌÌ Android 4.0.3 or higher (tables and smartphones)
ÌÌ Apple iOS 7 or higher

Products
Sophos Secure Workspace is part of Sophos Mobile Control,
Sophos SafeGuard Enterprise, and selected Sophos endpoint
protection products. See sophos.com for more information.

ÌÌ Remotely lock the app in case of a security breach
ÌÌ Push corporate documents directly to all mobile devices
ÌÌ Define comprehensive security policy and compliance
rules including network, endpoints, and mobile devices
ÌÌ Containerized Corporate Browser gives admins control of
which sites the users can access, transparently to the user

Benefits for users
CEO/CFO

Assures organization’s data is
protected

Fully embrace new collaborative
technologies

Budget-friendly and sustainable user
licensing

IT Manager

Solid reliability and excellent support

Easy to deploy

Low total cost of ownership

Security Officer

Allows for a comprehensive security policy that goes beyond the network and reaches into the cloud and to all mobile
devices

End user

Intuitive, easy-to-use encryption and seamless decryption

Try it now for free
Start your free 30-day evaluation
at sophos.com/mobile.
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